HOMOTOPY ALGEBRAS VIA RESOLUTIONS OF OPERADS

MARTIN MARKL
All algebraic objects in this note will be considered over a fixed field k of characteris tic zero. If not stated otherwise, all operads live in the category of differential graded vector spaces over k. For standard terminology concerning operads, algebras over operads, etc., see either the original paper by J.P. May [May72] , or an overview [Lod] .
The aim of this note is mainly to advocate our approach to homotopy algebras based on the minimal model of an operad. Our intention is to expand it to a paper on homotopy properties of the category of homotopy algebras; some possible results in this direction are indicated in Section 3.
I would like to express my thanks to Rainer Vogt for his kind invitation to Osnabriick. I also owe my thanks to Jim Stasheff for careful reading the manuscript and many useful comments.
MOTIVATIONS.
Example. An associative algebra consists of a vector space A together with a mul tiplication /i: A ® A -•vA, which is supposed to be associative: /i(/i(a,6),c) = /i(a,/i(6,c));
we neglect the role of a unit.
We can 'visualize' /i as an 'operation' with two inputs and one output, y = / A s . The associativity can be then depicted as This means that the operad Ass describing associative algebras in the category of differential graded vector spaces can be presented as the quotient
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where T ( A. ) is the free non-E operad on the operation A. representing the product JJL and is the operadic ideal generated by the element corresponding to the associativity axiom. As differential graded vector spaces, the pieces Ass{n), n > I, of the operad Ass are concentrated in degree zero and have trivial differentials.
Homotopy versions of associative algebras are so-called A(oo)-algebras (also called strongly homotopy associative algebras), introduced by J. Stasheff [Sta63] . An A(oo)-algebra A = {A, d, \i 2 , /i 3) ...) consists of a differential graded vector space A = {A, d) and multilinear operations lx n : A® n -> A of degree n -2 that satisfy the following infinite set of axioms:
where [/i n ,9](ai,..., a n ) denotes the induced differential in the endomorphism complex
The sign is given by e := i + s(j + 1) + jflail + • • • + la^)).
The first axiom of (1) expresses the homotopy associativity of the product \i 2 . The second axiom is a linearized version of the Mac Lane pentagon condition, with the terms in the left hand side corresponding to the edges of the pentagon:
This miraculous phenomenon is explained by the fact that the operad A(oo) is isomorphic to the operad {CC7*(K n )}n>i of cellular chains of a certain cellular operad {K n } n >i, introduced by J. Stasheff in his pioneering work [Sta63] . The spaces K n are now called associahedra; the polyhedron K 4 that parameterizes 4-ary operations is the pentagon mentioned above.
A more straightforward description of A(co) can be obtained from the axioms as follows. The differential graded operad A(oo) is free as an operad,
\n-times/ with the differential given on generators by ... 123231312 Here T (A ) now denotes the free symmetric (E-) operad on one antisymmetric bilinear operation; the labels of the inputs encode the action of the symmetric group in a standard manner.
Homotopy versions of Lie algebras are strongly homotopy Lie algebras (also called sh Lie algebras or L(oo)-algebras). They were introduced and systematically studied in [LS93] , though they had existed in the literature, in various disguises, even before; see also [LM95] .
An L(oo) algebra is a differential graded vector space L = (L,d), together with a set {l n }n>2 of graded antisymmetric operations l n : L® n -> L of degree n-2 such that the following infinite set of axioms is satisfied for any n > 2:
The summation is taken over all (i, n -i)-unshuffles
with n -1 > i > 1, and x(o") is a certain sign which we will not specify here, see [LM95] . We write the first two axioms explicitly (though, to save paper, without signs). The first axiom says that the 'bracket' l 2 satisfies the Jacobi identity up to a homotopy: , c) ,
h(h(a, b), c) + h(h(b, c), a) + h(h(c, a), b) = [h, d)(a, b, c).
The second condition reads h(h(a, b, c), d) + h(h(a, c, d), b) + l 2 (h(a, b, d),c) + h(h(b, c, d), a) + +h(h(a, b), c, d) + h(h(a
To indicate an interpretation of the last equality, recall that there is a Lie-analog of K 4 , which we introduced in [MS97] . We denoted it by L 4 and called the Lie-hedron. It is not a polyhedron, but just a graph, and the 10 terms in the left hand side of the above equation correspond to the vertices (not edges!) of L 4 , which is the Peterson graph depicted in Figure 1 .
As in Example 1, the operad L(oo) for strongly homotopy Lie algebras is a differ ential graded operad, which is free as an operad,
-times where T(-) is the free symmetric (E-) operad. The action of the differential is given
(-iГ-д
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There is a stunning example of a strongly homotopy Lie algebra taken from Naturethe convolution product of functionals on the space of closed strings, see [SZ89, Sta92] . Another place where strongly homotopy Lie algebras naturally occur is the space of Let us try to sum up common features of the above examples. In both cases, homotopy algebras were algebras over a differential graded operad which was free as an operad. Moreover, we had natural maps a Ass : (A(oo),9) -> (Ass,0) and a Lie : (L(co),<9) -> (Lie,0) inducing isomorphisms in homology.
Recall that, in [Mar96] , we formulated the following definition. is the free operad on a collection E, together with a map a v : Mp -» V that is a homology isomorphism. The minimality means that we assume that d{E) consists of decomposable elements of the free operad ^{E).
We proved, for each differential graded operad V, the existence and a kind of uniqueness of the minimal model. When V has trivial differential (which was the case of all our examples), the minimal model is in fact bigraded, but we will not use this property Having in mind the above examples, we proposed, in [Mar96] , the following definition.
Definition 2. A homotopy P-algebra is a differential graded vector space A = (A, d) with an action of the minimal model M-p of V, in other words, a differential graded algebra over the operad Mr.
For so called Koszul quadratic operads, the minimal model coincides with the cobar construction on the quadratic dual of the operad, and our definition agrees with the one given by V. Ginzburg and A. Kapranov in [GK94] .
Our approach keeps the symmetric group action (i.e., on the level of algebras, the commutativity, anticommutativity, etc.) strict, so we cannot handle algebraic variants of homotopy-everything operads such as those considered in [Smi82, Smi94] , nor various other homotopy algebras where the symmetry is relaxed up to a homotopy -like homotopy Gerstenhaber algebras in the sense of M. Gerstenhaber and A. A. Voronov [GV95] .
In the following section we try to indicate what must be done to justify our approach.
PERSPECTIVES.
There exists a natural concept of a map f : A -> B of homotopy P-algebras. It is a system of degree zero multilinear maps f = {/ n : A® n -» B} n > x satisfying a certain set of axioms. One of the axioms postulates that f\ : {A> d) -» (B, d) is a morphism of the underlying differential graded vector spaces. Let hV denote the category of homotopy P-algebras in the sense of Definition 2 and their maps.
Definition 3. Let A and B be two homotopy P-algebras and g : (.4,9) ~» {B,d) a map of underlying differential graded vector spaces. A homotopy P-structure on g is an /iP-map f : A -» B such that f x = g.
In order to justify the notion of homotopy P-algebras and their maps, we need to show that homotopy P-structures are 'stable under a homotopy.' The precise meaning of this was explained, for topological spaces, in Chapter 1 of [BV73] . Corresponding statements translated to our algebraic language are the following.
1. For each homotopy P-algebra A, differential graded vector space B = {B,d) and a map g : {A,d) -» (B,9) that is a homology isomorphism, there exist a homotopy P-structure on {B, d) and a homotopy P-structure f : A -» B on g. 2. Suppose A and B are two homotopy P-algebras and f : A -» B a homotopy Palgebra map. Suppose that g : (^4,9) -» (5, d) is a differential map that induces the same map of homology as f\. Then there exists a homotopy P-structure on 3. Suppose that f : A -> B is a homotopy P-algebra map such that f x is a homology isomorphism. Suppose that g :
) is a homology inverse of f v Then there exists a homotopy P-structure on g.
We recommend, as an easy exercise, to prove that conditions 1 and 2 imply 1'. For each homotopy P-algebra J5, differential graded vector space A -(A,d) and a map g :
) that is a homology isomorphism, there exist a homotopy P-structure on (A, d) and a homotopy P-structure f : A -> B on g.
As far as we know, nobody has considered the above properties in full generality, though there are several partial results in this direction. Let us quote at least the following theorem due to T. Kadeishvili 
.) such that f x : H(C) -> C is a homology isomorphism.
A similar statement for balanced A(oo)-algebras was proved in [Mar92] by the author. Another direction of results that indicates a certain homotopy stability of homotopy algebraic structures is represented by various versions of the Perturbation Lemma, see [GS86, HK91] .
